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Photographer Ingrid Mandt and her husband Izak left South Africa

and moved to Nambia in 2008. They travel Africa extensively

whenever they can and have become totally addicted to safaris and

wildlife photography in North-East and Central Africa - and of
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course in Namibia!

They are both active lobbyists and campaigners for the

conservation of all African animals - more specifically of the Desert

Lion and Black Rhino in Namibia.

 

In this gallery, Ingrid's photography provides a showcase of their

trip to Liuwa Plain National Park in Zambia - a region now

wonderfully restored to thriving with wild beauty, with thanks to

the people mentioned in Izak's trip notes:

 

"Our sincere thanks and appreciation goes to African Parks and

the Zambian Carnivore Programme for what you did to reinstate

Liuwa Plain to its former glory. We pledge our full support in this

endeavour.

To the friendly camp staff for providing firewood water and for

sharing their knowledge (special mention to Mr “Thank you very

much” of Katayona camp- so named because he ended every

sentence by saying that-we love you!)

Special thanks to Stefan Rheeder for the planning and making the

bookings to make the trip possible. Camping gear kindly

sponsored and supplied by 4x4 andmore SA

To our friends Iris Breeman, Willem Bakhuys Roozeboom and

Louw Zuurmond who joined us on the trip and made it a

wonderful experience, thank you!

And thank you of course to my talented photographer wife,

Ingrid. You can view her work on her website or Facebook page"

 

Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above

each image to see the gallery and follow the storyline of

their trip to this magnificent African wilderness.
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A magnificent African savannah sunset to end our trip ©Ingrid Mandt

We decided to take a leisurely afternoon game drive toward Kwale

Camp for our last night in the Liuwa Plain. Kwale camp is lovely,

clean and neat and again the staff provided us with wood for free,

or a donation, or 20 Kwacha per bundle, you can choose! After the

usual debriefing, braai and, more than usual, cold beverages we

debriefed and vowed unanimously to, in Arnold Schwarzeneggers

words, “be back!”
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Our convoy travelling across the Zambezi River on the Sitoti Ferry ©Ingrid Mandt

On 20th November 2016, after a rendezvous with our friends and

overnight camping at Namwi near Katima Mulilo in Namibia –

and after the usual customs and immigrations cattle-run at the

border, paying six different forms of levies, tax, temporary import
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duties on vehicles etc...our small convoy of three vehicles hit the

tarred road up to Senanga - just before the bridge over the

Zambezi.

 

Here, we turned off and followed the Sioma dirt road on the

southern bank of the Zambezi to Sitoti, just for a bit of adventure!

One can of course follow the tarred road, which is in very good

condition and relatively new, all the way to Mongu - but no, not us

fearless warriors! Ok, lets be honest, it was unintentional! We’re

idiots...

 

We crossed the Zambezi with the ferry (with only one engine

functional, which brought us all closer to religion...) and then

drove through the swampy area to Senanga - behind a Toyota

Corolla ‘skorrokorro’ taxi, which outperformed our 4x4s by far

(this driver would have put the Dakar Rally competitors to shame),

where we again met up with the tar road to Mongu.
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Liuwa - an iconic African savannah ©Ingrid Mandt

After a few lovely thundershowers and very pregnant skies all of a

sudden there they were! Wildebeest and zebra from one end of the

horizon to the other. Within a few days calves miraculously

appeared from nowhere! As hard as we tried we could not get to

capture a single birth. Frogs appeared from everywhere as well

and water and wading birds descended on the plains and patiently

waited around the empty pans for the rain to fill it up.
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The white beaches and beautiful lake at Ikithe Luxury Resort in Mongu ©Ingrid Mandt

In Mongu, we exchanged currency at one of the two ATMs, since

they only accept Zambian Kwacha. One ATM seemed to have an

appetite for plastic and devoured one of our debit cards. The look

on Louw Zuurmond’s face and the resulting outburst was priceless

but unfortunately not publishable here.

 

We bought some Mosi beers at a roadside shebeen and drove to

Ikithe Luxury Resort some 25 km from Mongu to our overnight

camp. We were overwhelmed by this little jewel with its white

beaches and beautiful little lake - and were even more

overwhelmed being met by the staff with cool towels and

complimentary welcome drinks - and we were just campers!

Highly recommendable to say the least!
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Nature's forces at play on the plains of Liuwa ©Ingrid Mandt

The cherry on the top of our trip had now been added as we

humbly witnessed nature's forces at work. The wildebeest

population almost doubled in few weeks, new life had sprung from

up everywhere from seemingly nowhere – it’s just too much for the

simple human mind to absorb and understand.

 

It’s a very deep, emotional experience and even big people like us

were humbled, almost saddened, by the experience and display of

nature overcoming hardships and abuse by humans in order to

sustain and provide life and a sense of balance to the planet.
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Another ferry crossing at Kalabo ©Ingrid Mandt

After a good night’s rest, we left Ikithe for Kalabo. The reception

we got at the African Parks office at the Kalabo ferry was

absolutely unbelievable. The friendly and knowledegable staff
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suggested that the best itinerary for optimal viewing was to follow

the current game movements - and we changed some of our dates

and camps without any hassles at all!

 

They also updated us with the last whereabouts of the famous

lioness Lady Liuwa’s pride -and the migration of the zebras and

wildebeest. We got on the the pontoon, which can handle two

vehicles and is pulled only by a rope, with no engine failure to

worry about! An otter entertained us by following the pontoon

showing off its agility and acquatic skills, a real welcoming treat to

the park!

 

Despite famous singer Chris de Burgh’s advice (“dont pay the

ferryman”) we did pay only 40 Kwacha upfront for the service and

safely disembarked on the other side. One can instead take the

detour and drive through deep water, but we opted not to...

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-35/
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Our first wildebeest sighting in the fabled home of Africa's second largest migration ©Ingrid

Mandt

For the first 35 kilometres in the park we saw...nothing! Only thick

sand and a lone sausage tree. We discovered that the co-ordinates

given on the pamphlet of Lyangu Camp emailed to us were

incorrect, but those on the handwritten note given to us at the

office were correct. After a little detour we arrived at Lyangu
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Camp. We were elated to see the first wildebeest on our first game

drive - and slightly bewildered when it turned out that he was also

the only wildebeest to be seen of the roughly 47 000 we expected!

We still had about eight more days and, worst case scenario, we

could take new photos of him each day!

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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The old dame being playful with Sepo's cubs ©Ingrid Mandt

We agreed that our Namibian Desert Lion males definitely develop

at a far slower rate than the Liuwa savannah lions. At almost three

years old he already looks like a fully-grown male sporting a full

mane and strong, muscular form. In our humble opinion our

Desert Lion males by comparison in condition and size would be

about five years old. One can only guess that it might be because of
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higher available prey density and nature expediting their

development due to the vulnerability of the small pride.

 

Finally, seeing the Liuwa pride and the grand old dame Lady

Liuwa was without doubt the highlight of our trip. We left them

behind with heavy hearts, knowing that we’ll probably never see

the old lioness alive again.

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-35/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-35/
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The magnificent Lady Liuwa and cub ©Ingrid Mandt

Two days after moving to Katoyana camp we found fresh lion

tracks of a male, two females and two very small cubs in the road

near Matia Manene Camp. This exciting find led us to the main

event of our trip, and the reason for our visiting Liuwa Plain. Lady

Liuwa, “The Last Lioness” was made famous by the movie she stars

in, produced by Herbert Brauer.

 

It was clear the old lioness had a serious limp and, judging by her

teeth, one could see that she was really 18 years old and in the
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twilight of her life. She and Sepo, the cub’s mother were clearly

inseperable and the intense social display and head rubbing

revealed a deep bond between them.
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Liuwa Plain is a birder's paradise ©Ingrid Mandt

Near the solitary palm tree on the plains, aptly named on the map,

you guessed it ‘Palm Tree’ - we were all of a sudden treated to a

beautiful black-headed heron amongst the most beautiful pink

flowers as far as the eye could see. The shy oribi and thankfully

more wildebeest emerged from the tall yellow grass and slowly our

jaws started dropping. Liuwa Plain is a birder’s paradise at this

particular time of year and is bound to get the twitchers going

insane - ticking away at their little boxes.
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The Zambian Carnivore Programme also conducts research on zebra in Liuwa ©Ingrid Mandt

We were impressed by the neat and efficient facilities and

equipment and well trained and friendly and presentable team.

They are often seen in the field on offroad motor cycles waving

their telemetry antennas in a bid to track and record the many

collared objects of their studies. These vary from predators such as

lion, hyena and cheetah to other species such as wildebeest, zebra,

roan antelope etc.
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Although they are a friendly and accommodating bunch, one must

appreciate that they should not be followed as it will obviously

distract them whilst they are performing their duties.

http://wildshotsafari.com/en/home/
http://www.iabsa.net/
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In iconic African safari style, driving past a hyena den in the savannah ©Ingrid Mandt

En route to Katoyana from Lyangu we drove past a hyena den. All

in all, there were 23 hyena counted at this one den. It became clear

that hyenas rule the Liuwa Plain as the apex predators and that

they are thriving in numbers - hardly a game drive went by without

seeing some hyenas!

Unbelievably, we saw a large porcupine sharing the den with the

Northern Hyena clan, which we are still baffled by! With the
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abundance of game this time of year we came across hyena kills

regularly, most of which were not far from the dens.
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Hyenas - the apex predators of Liuwa ©Ingrid Mandt

It was uncanny to see an entire wildebeest disappear within a very

short time span! Judging by the hyenas' physical condition it was

clear that these were times of food aplenty and that they plucked

wildebeest from the plains like flowers!
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It was interesting to see that the obviously high-ranking female

hyena, took the wildebeest leg from another bigger cub and gave it

to the smaller, whining cub to shut him up! High ranking hyenas’

cubs clearly get preferred treatment and are born inheriting the

higher social standing through their mother’s position in the

hierarchy.

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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The plentiful wildebeest in Liuwa love frequenting the waterholes ©Ingrid Mandt

After two nights at Lyangu we moved north to Katoyana Camp

which is just north east of Matia Manene Camp. Matia Manene is

home to the Zambian Carnivore Programme

 

Here, the new Norman Carr Safaris lodge is under construction

here and said to be opened soon - and the 1,1 kilometre runway is

also being upgraded to accommodate lodge guests and researchers.
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Since we are also involved in human-lion conflict prevention and

management in Namibia as volunteers, we have a keen interest in

the Zambian Carnivore Programme's activities and popped in to

say hi to the research team.

https://www.wildfrontiers.com/marathons-running/
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The 2017 Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year

Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, is now

open for entries and we have some amazing images submitted.

The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away

with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters

with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double

lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at
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Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while

each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino

Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will

enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.

The following gallery showcases this week’s finalists. Get your

entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for

more details

 

Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above

each image to see this week's exquisite gallery.
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Marking territory in Buffaloland Game Reserve, South Africa ©Tim Feherty
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African green pigeon in Mashatu, Botswana ©Aubrey Tseleng
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Head dress in Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Robin Young
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Female leopard rolling at Kirkman's Camp, Sabi Sands, South Africa ©Caleb Shephard
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A dramatic landscape in Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, South Africa ©Melanie Maske
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"Home on water" in Zanzibar, Tanzania ©Caleb Shephard
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"The Eye of Survival" in Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa ©Luke Street
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"Oh, the places we can go!" in Sossusvlei, Namibia ©Cohan Zarnoch
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Scanning for the next meal in Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa ©Jacques Briam
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A face-off between a buffalo and an elephant in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe ©Dominik

Behr
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Patience in Masaai Mara, Kenya ©Greg Presto
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The season of new life begins in Raptors View Estate, Hoedspruit, South Africa ©Frank de Beer
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